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Abstract. Let L be an arbitrary Lie superalgebra over a field of characteristic

different from 2 . Denote by tou(L) the ideal generated by L in its universal

enveloping algebra U(L). It is shown that L n u>u(L)n = yn{L) for each

« > 1 , where yn{L) is the nth term of the lower central series of L . We also

prove that a>u(L) is a residually nilpotent ideal if and only if L is residually

nilpotent. Both these results remain true in characteristic 2 provided we take

L to be an ordinary Lie algebra.

1. Introduction

Let L = Lo®Lx be a Lie superalgebra over a field K of characteristic p ^ 2.

In the case p = 2, let L denote an ordinary Lie algebra. We shall write U(L)

for the enveloping algebra of L, and we let cou(L) denote the augmentation

ideal of U(L) generated by L. When p = 3, we add to the axioms of a

Lie superalgebra the axiom [[y, y], y] = 0 for all y £ L{ to ensure that we

can embed L in U(L). The primary problem we wish to address here is the

characterisation of the dimension subalgebras

Dn(L) = L n cou(L)n       (n>l)

without reference to the ring-structure of U(L). These subalgebras are the

analogues of the dimension subgroups of a group. Let RG denote the group

ring of a group G over a commutative ring R with identity, and let Ar(G)

denote its augmentation ideal. The dimension subgroups of G over R are

defined to be the subgroups

7>„(C7) = C7n(l4-A*(t7)")       («>1).

The characterisation of these subgroups is known as the dimension subgroup

problem. Jennings [J] and Lazard [LI] determined exact expressions for these

subgroups when R is a field. Although considerable progress has been in the

dimension subgroup problem in the case R = Z, there is still no complete so-

lution. The 'integral dimension subgroup conjecture' was that Dn(G) is merely
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the nth term of the lower central series of G. This, however, was disproved

long ago by Rips in [Ri]. We intend to prove here that dimension subalgebras

of Lie superalgebras over fields are particularly well behaved. Let y„(L) denote

the «th term of the lower central series of L.

Theorem 1.1. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0. If p =¿2, let L be any
Lie superalgebra over K. If p = 2, let L be any ordinary Lie algebra over K.

Then D„(L) = y„(L) for all n>l.

In the study of group rings, many questions have been solved by using the

dimension subgroups of G. Also, in [RS], Shalev and the present author stud-

ied several aspects of restricted enveloping algebras by first characterising the

dimension subalgebras of restricted Lie algebras. Perhaps the use of dimension

subalgebras of Lie superalgebras will prove to be useful as well.

Our techniques will allow us to deduce the following theorem. Its group

ring-theoretic counterpart was proved by Hartley in [H].

Theorem 1.2. Let L be as above. Then cou(L) is a residually nilpotent ideal if

and only if L is residually nilpotent.

We shall deduce also the analogue of a theorem of Lazard [L2] and Quillen

[Q] about graded group rings. Let gr(U(L)) denote the graded associative al-

gebra @m>0cou(L)m/œu(L)m+x , and let gr(L) represent the associated graded

Lie superaFgebra of L defined by gr(L) = ©m>, ym(L)/ym+\(L).

Theorem 1.3. Let L be as above. Then gr(U(L)) = U(gr(L)) as graded asso-

ciative superalgebras.

It must be mentioned that Knus [K] proved Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 in the case

that L is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero,
and McConnell [Mc] proved Theorem 1.2—also in the finite-dimensional Lie

algebra situation. See [R] and [RS] for the restricted Lie-theoretic analogues of

Theorems 1.1-1.3.

2. Preliminaries

The reader is referred to the paper [BP] of Bergen and Passman for a thor-

ough presentation of the definition of a Lie superalgebra. We adopt their basic

terminology here. Thus, let o denote the A"-linear automorphism of L that

induces the Z2-grading on L and, hence, on U(L).

We shall require the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem for enveloping algebras

of Lie superalgebras. See Scheunert [S], for example.

Poincaré-BirkhorT-Witt Theorem. Let ¿$o and 3§x be totally ordered bases of

L0 and Lx, respectively. Then U(L) has a K-basis of all ordered monomials

b^ b\2 ■■■ bs'cx c2--c{, such that bx < b2< ■■■ <bs in 3§o • c{ < c2 < ■ ■ ■ < c,
in äx, and a¡ are non-negative integers.

3.  FlLTRATIONS AND DIMENSION SUBALGEBRAS

Let L be a Lie superalgebra over a field K of characteristic p ^ 2. A

o-filtration of cou(L) is a descending sequence of cr-stable ideals of U(L)

cou(L) = E(X] 2 E(2) D ■ ■ ■ D E[n) D ■ ■ ■
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satisfying EiiXEij) 2 E{i+j) for all i, j. For example, it is not difficult to see

that the sequence of powers of tou(L), {cou(L)'}, is a tr-filtration of cou(L).

Any such sequence gives rise naturally to a sequence of subspaces of L :

L = L(i) 2 7.(2) 2 • • • 3 LinX 2 • • •

by defining L(n) = Lf) E/„). It is a routine matter to verify that these subspaces

are a -stable and satisfy the condition [Li¡), Lij)] ç L(,+7) for all i, j . We call

any such descending sequence of subspaces of L satisfying these two properties

a o-filtration of L. Clearly then, the lower central series of L is an example

of a ff-filtration of L, as is the sequence of the dimension subalgebras of L.

We have just seen that a o -filtration of oju(L) gives rise to a a -filtration of

L. In fact the converse is also true. Suppose that {!,(„)} is any tr-filtration of

L. For each homogeneous x £ L we define the height of x, which we shall

denote by v(x), to be the largest subscript n such that x £ Lin) if n exists,

and to be infinite if it does not. Now for each integer m > 1, let Eim) ç U(L)

be the A'-linear span of all the products of the form

xxx2 ■ ■ ■ x¡

for some /, where xx, x2, ... , x¡ are homogeneous elements of L such that

v(xx) H-h u(x¡) > m . Since each of the monomials XxX2 ■ ■ ■ x¡ lies in either

U(L)o or U(L)x, it is clear that Eim) is o -stable and hence that the sequence

{Ei„)} is a a -filtration of oju(L) .
The close relationship between {L(n)} and {£(„)} is demonstrated in the

following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Let {/.(„)} be a o-filtration ofa Lie superalgebra L over a field

K of characteristic different from 2, and let ¿%o and 3§x be totally ordered bases
of 7,0 and Lx, respectively, chosen so that

L,n) = (b£&o, c£3§x\v(b) > n, u(c) > n)K.

Write {£(„)} for the filtration of cou(L) induced by {L(„)}. Then the following

statements hold for each n > 1.

(1) The set of all monomials of the form bf'b^2 ■ ■ ■ b"sCxC2- ■ -ct with the

properties that ¿Z]=x ot¡v(bi) + ¿Z'j=x v(cj) > n, bx < ■■■ < bs, cx <

■■■ < ct, 0 < a, for each i, and s, t > 1 form a basis of Ew over K.

(2) L(n) = L n E(n).

Proof. Let Ei„ k) be the .K-linear span of all the products of the form yx---y¡,

where yx, ... , y¡ are homogeneous elements of L, J2j=l v(y¡) > n , and / <

k. Let G be the subgroup of permutations a of the permutation group S?k

on {1,2, ... , k} that satisfy

ya(i)ya(2)---ya(k) ^K*yxy2---yi + E(j,k |1/(>,,)Jt_1)

for all homogeneous yx, ... ,yk £ L .

Claim 1. G = S%.
Indeed, let z £ S?k satisfy z(i) = i + 1, z(i + I) = i, and z(j) = j for all

j $ {i, i+ 1} . Then

VT(i)---yT(fc) = y\---y,+\yf-yk

- yi ...yk 4-yi • ■■yt-\tyi+iy¡-ytyi+í)yt+2 ■•■yk-
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Consider two cases. First, suppose that y, or yi+x lies in Lq . Then y¡+xyi -

yi+xyi = [y¡+i, y,], so that

vi • • -vz-iLvi+i, y¡]yi+2 ■ ■ -yk e £(^ „w>fc_„

since i>(lV,-, y;+i]) > f(y/) 4- ̂ (y,+i). Next assume that both y¡ and y¡+x lie

in Lx. Then y/+1y,- = [yi+x, y¡] -y,y,+i, so that

Vt(i) ■ ■ -y,(k) = -yx---yk+yx-- •y.-iLvi+i, y/]y/+2 ---yk

ç. -yx ...y.   4. £ _t

Therefore teC. The claim now follows from the fact that ¿5^ is generated

by elementary transpositions.
Claim 2. E(nk) is spanned by the set of monomials bf'b^2 ■ ■ • bfscxc2 ■ ■ ■ ct,

where £/=i a/i/(6/) 4- £'=1 v(cf) >n, bx <■■■ <bs, cx <■■■ <ct, 0 < a, for

each i, and t + Y?i=i a, < k .
By definition these elements are contained in Ein t k). We prove that they

span Ei„ k) by induction on k > 1. The case k = 1 follows by our choice of

basis:

E(n,\) = (b£Lo, c£Lx\v(b) >n, v(c) > n)K = Ln.

Assume now that the claim holds for all j < k . Let homogeneous yx, ... , yk £

L satisfy £*=, *>()>;) > « • Since yx ■ ■■yk-X £ Ey*-' v{yj),k-x ' by the mduc_

tion hypothesis we find that yx ■ ■ -yk-x is a linear combination of monomials

bf'b^2 ■ ■ ■ bfscxc2 ■■■ct, where bx <■•• <bs, cx < ■■ ■ < ct, 0 < a, for each i,

¿=1 <*iv{bi) + Ey=i v(cj) > E^i' v(yj), and t + E/=i at < k - 1. Also note

that yk is spanned by the b £ 3§o and c £¿&x with height at least v(yk).
Now consider two situations. First suppose that b appears in the representa-

tion of yk . Without loss of generality, we may assume that b = b¡, say. Then

by the first claim

b?b? ■ • • bfcycz■ ■ ■ c,bt £ K*b? ■ ■ ■ b°'+l • • • bfaa■■■ct + £(„,*_.).

Secondly suppose that c appears in the representation of yk. Then either c

does not appear in the representation of yxy2- ■ -yk-x or c = Cj, say. In the

latter case

ba^bf ■ ■ ■ b?cxc2• • • ctCj £ K*ba^ba22 ■ ■ ■ b?cx .■■c2---ct + £(„,*_,).

Since cj = \[Cj, cj], we may replace c2 by a linear combination of elements

from ¿%o and 3SX with height at least 2v(c¡). The resulting representation

lies in £(„£_,). Therefore, in every case, we find that yx ■ ■ -yk is spanned by

the monomials b^'b"2 ■ ■■bfscxc2---ct modulo Erntk-i) • The claim now follows

from the induction hypothesis.

Because Ei„) = E/t>i ^(n,k) > it is clear from the second claim that the mono-

mials in question span E(„). The linear independence of the monomials follows

from the PBW Theorem for enveloping algebras of Lie superalgebras. Hence

we have proven part (1).

Part (2) follows readily from part (1).   D
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Let us remark that the proposition above also holds for Lie algebras over

fields of characteristic 2. Also, let us point out that we may now define the

weight of a monomial b"> b%2 ■■■ b"scxc2 ■■■ct by E/=i aiv(Pi) + E;=i v(cj) ■

4. Proofs of the theorems

We now exploit Proposition 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us write {L(„)} < {77(„)} for two cr-filtrations of L

if L(„) C //(„) for all n > 1 . Certainly then {yn(L)} is the unique smallest o-

fifltration of L. Let {E(„)} bethe cr-filtration of tou(L) induced by {yn(L)}.
Because E(X) = cou(L), we have cou(L)n = £,", ç 7s(„). Hence,

Dn(L) = Ln tou(L)n CLn E(n) = yn(L)

by part (2) of the proposition above. Consequently, D„(L) = yn(L) for all

n > 1.   D

Let us next point out that the cr-filtration induced by {y„(L)} is in fact

{cou(L)n} . Indeed, from the proof above, it remains only to show that 7?(„) ç

cou(L)n for each n. Let 3§o and £8X be bases of Lo and Lx chosen as in

Proposition 3.1 with respect to {y„(L)} . Let y £ E^ . Then by part (1) of the

proposition we can write y uniquely as the linear combination of monomials of

the form b"] b\2 ■•■ b"scx c2---ct, where each b¡ £ ¿Mo, each cs■ £ ¿Mx, bx < ■ ■ ■ <

bs, C\ <••• <ct, each a, > 0, and weight E/=i aiv(bi) + E;=i vicj) > n ■ But

hi e Yv(b¡)(L) Q oju(L)v^ and c¡ £ yv<Cj)(L) ç œu(Ly^ , so that y £ cou(L)n,

as required.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. It is clear that the residual nilpotence of œu(L) forces

the residual nilpotence of L ; so it suffices to prove the converse. Suppose

then, to the contrary, that f|n>i Yn(L) = 0, but y is a non-trivial element of

n„>i (ou(L)n . Let 3§o and 3§x be bases of Lo and Lx chosen as in Proposition

3.1 with respect to [yn(L)}. According to the discussion above, this cr-filtration

of L induces the canonical cr-filtration {oju(L)"} . By the PBW Theorem
for enveloping algebras of Lie superalgebras, we can write y uniquely as the

linear combination of monomials of the form b^b^2 ■■■bfscxc2---ct, where

each b¡ £ ¿%o > each c¡ £33x, bx < ■■■ < bs, cx < ■■■ < ct, and each a, > 0.
Then, by part (1) of Proposition 3.1, the weight of each of the monomials in

the representation of y must be infinite for otherwise y ^ œu(L)n+x, where

n is the least of these finite weights. But, by assumption, L has no non-zero

elements of infinite height. Clearly this leads us to the desired contradiction,   a

Put yw(L) = n„>i yn(L) ■ Obviously, ym(L) is congruent to 0 modulo all

the powers of cou(L), which means that gr(U(L)) = gr(U(L)) where L =

L/ym(L). Also gr(L) = gr(I).

Proof of Theorem 1.3. From the preceding remarks, we see that we may assume

that yœ(L) = 0. Consider now the natural injection <p: gr(L) -> gr(U(L)).

If we consider gr(t/(T.)) as a Lie superalgebra, then 0 is a monomorphism.

Let \p: U(gr(L)) -> gr(U(L)) denote its unique extension to a homomor-

phism of associate algebras. Choose bases ¿%o and 3§x of Lo and Lx as

in Proposition 3.1 with respect to  {yn(L)}.   Then  {b + yu^+x(L)\b £ 3§o}
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and {c + y„(¿)+1(L)|c £ 3$x} are bases of gr(L)0 and gr(L)i, respectively. Put

b = b + yV(b)+x(L) and c = c + yV(C)+\(L) for each b £ 3§o and c £¿%x. Then,
by the PBW Theorem for enveloping algebras of Lie superalgebras, the set of

all monomials bxb2 ■ ■ ■ bsscxc2 ■ ■ -c, such that each b¡ £ 3§o , each c, £ 38x,

bx < ••• < bs, Cx < ■■■ < ct, and each a¡ > 0 forms a basis S' of U(gr(L)).

But, by applying Proposition 3.1, we see that y/(&) is a basis for gr(U(L)).

Hence y/ is an isomorphism.   D
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